CURRENT PRODUCTS
Currently we have 18 styles of jeans in stock.
All of these jeans look great and we
know that you will be impressed with the
comfort, quality and color!

Children

Hope

Peter

Youth Girl & Youth Boy

Mariam

Emmy “Dip
Down”

Patrick

Teen Girl & Teen Boy

Jessica

Marcie “Dip Danny
Down”

Women

Alex “Dip
Down”

Jacob “Dip
Down”
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Special Clothes for Special People

OUR GOAL
Designing a clothing line for people with Down
syndrome has been a true labor of love. At
Downs Designs, we understand finding clothing
for people with Down syndrome and having
them fit can be very challenging. We are creating
a line of clothing for all ages starting with jeans.
Our jeans are designed to fit the unique body
shape of someone with Down syndrome. They
taper appropriately at the knee for a flattering
fit and all styles allow for more “tummy ”
room and provide full coverage in the back.
Each of our 18 styles of jeans for men,
women, teen, youth and children have elastic
waistbands, no buttons or zippers, and can be
hemmed for the perfect fit!

CUSTOMER SERVICE MATTERS

Lori

Charlie

Sheryl

Men

Diva

Michael “Dip Jonathan
Down”

Emily “Dip
Down”

Timmy “Dip
Down”

NO BUTTONS NO ZIPPERS NO HASSLES

We strive for excellent customer service! It is our
goal to take the 'fuss' out of shopping and we
are here to help you in any way that we can.
Please take a moment to check out our website.
Facebook is a great resource but our website
offers a more complete description of our
present products.
We look forward to hearing from you! If you have
additional questions after visiting our website,
please do not hesitate to call us at Downs
Designs. We are located in Mentor, Ohio, and can
be reached toll free at 877-390-4851.

Men and boys with disabilities face problems
getting dressed independently. The process can
be time-consuming and discouraging because
of difficulties manipulating buttons and zippers.
NBZ Jeans effectively and stylishy solve those
problems.
NBZ offers fashionable and comfortable stretch
denim jeans to men and boys with disabilities,
or men or boys who want the convenience of
no-fuss jeans.
With NBZ Jeans there are no hassles with buttons
or zippers. But, we maintain a full elastic
waistband which enables ease in dressing. Our
jeans are ready-to-wear or if necessary, come
in for a free fitting.

